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Manuscript Cancel Information

- Generally used pre 1900, and less commonly post Civil War.
- Commonly used by postmasters of small (low income generating) post offices.
- Seldom contain the year integral to the manuscript postmark.
- Material in this presentation is circa 1840’s through 1900.
FDL Manuscripts - Brandon

- Brandon, Wisconsin established Luzerne 1851, changed to Brandon in 1856.

20 June ca 1856-60
FDL Manuscripts – Calumet Village

• Calumet Village, Wisconsin established Calumet Village 1839, changed to Calumet Harbor in 1871. Disc in 1904.

24 Feb ca 1851-56
Calumet Harbor, Wisconsin established Calumet Village in 1839, changed to Calumet Harbor in 1871. Disc in 1904.

Calumet Harbor ca. 1908 (current day Pipe)

13 Nov ca 1870’s Registered Multi-issue Franking
FDL Manuscripts – Dotyville

• Dotyville, Wisconsin 1849-1904.

18 Feb ca. 1865
FDL Manuscripts – Eden

• Eden, Wisconsin 1850+.

2 May ca. 1850-51
FDL Manuscripts – Fairwater

• Fairwater, Wisconsin established Mansfield 1846, changed to Fairwater in 1846. Office still in service.

4 Jan ca. 1851-56
FDL Manuscripts – Foster

- Foster, Wisconsin established in 1854 and discontinued in 1879.

27 May 1863
Forwarded Civil War Cover
FDL Manuscripts – Fourmile

- Fourmile, Wisconsin 1886-1900.

circa 1908

Four Mile House

May 2010

15 Dec 1891
FDL Manuscripts – Junius

- Junius, Wisconsin 1855-1870.

21 Dec 1861
“Free, L. Birch P.M.”
Postmaster Free Frank
FDL Manuscripts – Ladoga

- Ladoga, Wisconsin 1851-1904.

18 Aug ca. 1851-56
FDL Manuscripts – Metomen

- Metomen, Wisconsin 1852-1904.

18 Aug 1851
FDL Manuscripts – Oakfield

- Oakfield, Wisconsin 1850+.

8 Apr 1853
FDL Manuscripts – Oakfield Centre

- Oakfield Centre (Oak Centre, Oak Center), Wisconsin 1857-1940.
FDL Manuscripts – Oakfield Centre

• Oakfield Centre (Oak Centre, Oak Center), Wisconsin 1857-1940.
FDL Manuscripts – Oakfield Centre

- Oakfield Centre
  (Oak Centre, Oak Center)
  Wisconsin 1857-1940.

Yale Correspondence

1863
FDL Manuscripts – Peebles


9 July ca. 1877
FDL Manuscripts – Rosendale

- Rosendale, Wisconsin 1846+.

13 Dec 1847

21 Feb ca 1846-51

Only recorded Territorial

Ex-Risvold
FDL Manuscripts – Rosendale
• Rosendale, Wisconsin 1846+.

20 Jan ca 1851-56
16 June 1849

Letter from Gustave de Nevue to his brother Edward
Serving in the French Military in Constantine, Algeria
FDL Manuscripts – Taycheedah


4 Nov 1851

6 Dec 1854

30 Mar 1857
FDL Manuscripts – Taycheedah

• Taycheedah, Wisconsin 1841-1986.

6 Feb 1854
“Paid 6 by stamps,
See backside”
FDL Manuscripts – West Rosendale

- West Rosendale, Wisconsin 1850-1911.

2 Nov 1850
FDL Manuscripts – West Rosendale

- West Rosendale, Wisconsin 1850-1911.
FDL Manuscripts – Woodhull

• Woodhull, Wisconsin 1864-1904.

6 Aug 1879
Manuscript Postmarks
of Fond du Lac Co, Wis

The End